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Part - I 

I. Choose the correct answer for the following :     10 X 1 = 10 

1. Shift + Tab key is used to move the cursor into the cells in backward in staroffice table. 

2. An one inch is equal to 72 points  

3. = sum ( sheet1.A1;sheet2.A2) formula calculates the sum of the numbers in the cell A1 of 

sheet 1 and A2 of sheet 2 . 

4. Insert floating frame option is used to create the floating frame in worksheet. 

5. Star office base have 20 kind of data types. 

6. Query are the special views in Database. 

7. Move is not an one of the stage in creation of 3D Animation. 

8. The conversion of analog waves to digital form is sampling. 

9. Shift + Ctrl + N key is used to create a new presentation using a template. 

10. Edit -> Navigator option is used to move from slide to slide quickly. 

 

Part - II 

II. Answer any 5 questions :       5 X 2 = 10 

11. What is indenting the text ? 

 indent the first line of each paragraph. This visual clue helps the reader to see how the 

document is divided into paragraphs. 

 Indentation helps in providing the document more readability. 

12. What is word processing ? 

The term word processing refers to the activity carried out using a computer and suitable 

software to create, view, edit, manipulate, transmit, store, retrieve and print documents. 

13. What is range give an example ? 

A continuous group of cells in a worksheet is called a Range. A range is referred to by the 

range address. 

For example: the cells, G1, G2, G3, G4 and G5 can be called G1:G5.  

14. Write the other spreadsheet software’s . 

 Lotus 1-2-3 

 Excel 

 Quattro Pro 

 Improve & Star Office Calc 

 

15. Define – Primary key.  

A primary key is a key that uniquely identifies a record in a database table. In relational 

databases, a primary key can consist of one or more fields. 

Examples: Employee record. 
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16. How to  insert a picture in a slide ? 

To insert a picture in a slide, choose Insert→ Picture →From File or click the Insert 

Picture icon from the Insert toolbar 

 Choose the desired picture to be inserted from the open dialog box and click insert 

button.  

17. Write about the uses of master page.   

Master page can be used to specify basic background information that needs to be 

included in all the slides. For example, you can insert a company logo to the master slide and 

it will appear in all the slides. 

 

Part –III 

III. Answer any 5 questions :       5 X 3 = 15 

18. What is header and footer and its uses ?  

 Header is an area at the top of page. 

 Footer is an area at the bottom of the page. 

Header and footer are some references remarks added at every page of the document of the 

top and bottom margins respectively. 

19. What are the difference between Relative cell addressing and Absolute cell addressing ? 

Relative cell addressing Absolute cell addressing 

Relative cell addressing is the default type of 

cell addressing used by Star Office Calc. 

A cell address can be made absolute by using 

the $ (dollar) sign in front of row and column 

names. 

Relative cell addressing is also the reason 

why formulae are automatically recalculated 

every time the contents of the cells used in 

the formulae change 

The C4 becomes absolute when you enter it 

as $C$4.Absolute cell addresses do not 

change when copied. 

 

20. What is Date Arithmetic give an example? 

In spreadsheets, date calculations become very simple.  

 To add a number to a date and arrive at a new date, find the difference between two 

dates and use a wide variety of function and formats to get what you want.  

 Place the cursor in the cell where you want to enter the date and type it in as 

MM/DD/YY.  

 For example, enter a date 03/04/05 in a cell A2.  

 To calculate the date 79 days after this date.  

 To do so, enter the formula, = A2 + 79, in another cell A4.  

 The date 05/22/05 appears in the cell.  
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21. What is Data Base and Data Base Management ?  

Data Base :    

A database is a repository of collections of related data or facts.   

DBMS :  

A DBMS is a program, or collection of programs that allows any number of users to access 

data, modify it ,construct simple and complex requests to obtain and work with selected 

records. 

 

22. What is compression and its types ?  

Compression is a technique by which a recurring set of information is identified and 

replaced by a single piece of information. There are two types of video compressions: 

 Lossless compression 

 Lossy compression 

Loss less: Retains the exact image throughout the compression.  

Lossy: Provides a higher ratio of compression but result in some loss of quality. 

23. Define morphing and warping. 

Morphing 

Morphing is a technique by which you can blend two or more images to from a new image. 

      Warping 

Warping is a technique of distorting a single image to represent something else. 

24. Write a short note about insert slide, delete slide and renaming the slide. 

Insert Slide :  

To insert a slide, click the Slide button in the Presentation toolbar or choose  InsertSlide  

from the menu bar. 

 

Delete Slide : 

If you want to delete a slide, select the slide, which you want to delete in the Slides 

Pane and press Delete key or right click on the slide, and choose Delete Slide. 

 

Rename Slide :  

Select the slide, which you want to rename and choose Slide →Rename Slide or right 

click on the slide and choose Rename Slide 
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Part - IV 

IV. Answer all the questions :       3 X 5 = 15 

 

25. Explain the function of table formatting tool bar. 

 

Table Fixed 

 

Table Fixed, Proportional 

 

Table, Variable 

 

Merge Cells - This icon is used to combine two or more cell into a single 

cell. 

 

Split Cells - This icon is used to split a cell into two or more cells. 

 

Optimise - Clicking on this icon displays a pop up menu with options 

like Space columns equally, Space rows equally, Optimum row height 

and Optimum column width. 

 

Insert Row - This icon is used to insert a row below the current row. 

 

Insert Column - This icon inserts a column to the right of the current 

column. 

 

Delete Row - This icon deletes the current row from the table. 

 

Delete Column - This icon deletes the current Column from the table. 

 

Borders - This icon displays a floating toolbar with different border 

option for the table. 

 

Line Style - This icon is used to choose the style of line to be used for 

the border. 

 

Border Colour - Clicking on this icon displays a palette of colours that 

can be used as a border colour for the table. 
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How to correct the spelling in a star writer document ? 

 Tools->Splleing-> Check is selected or abc is clicked  

 To check a part of the document only that portion is selected.  

 The F7 key may also be pressed to select the spelling command  

 Not In Dictionary text area displays the misspelled word and the Suggestions list displays 

any alternative spellings  

 To skip this occurrence but stop on the next one . Ignore Once is Clicked to skip all 

occurrences of this word Ignore All button is clicked  

 To replace the word with one of the selected spellings in the suggestions list that spelling 

is clicked , and change this occurrence and change all button is clicked tom replace all 

occurrence of the word  

 if none of the replacement is correct , correction can be made manually in the not in 

dictionary text area , add button is clicked to add the word to the dictionary 

26. Explain the fill command with example. 

1. choose the command edit -> fill ->series . this options fill series dialog box  

2. select the type of series  

3. specify the direction , start value and increment and click ok 

Example for growth type series:  

1. Select the ranges b1:b5 in the worksheet  

2. Click on edit->fill-> series  

3. Enter 2 as star value  

4. 2 as the increment  

5. Growth as type  

6. Down as direction and click ok  

 

Example for date type series:  

1. Enter the date as 01/01/12 into a cell, say c1  

2. Select this cell and adequate number of cells in worksheet . select the ranges C1:c5  

3. Click on edit->fill-> series  

4. Select day as date unit  

5. 7 as the increment  

6. click ok  
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Explain types of Database 

There are five types of database based on the conceptual structures, the database can be      

classified as follows:  

 Flat – file database  

 Relational database  

 Hierarchical database  

 Network database  

 Object – oriented database  

Flat – file database:  

 Data base file that consists of a single data table is a flat – file database.  

 Flat – file data base can be quick useful for certain single user or small group.  

 ( Ex: for address, inventories )  

Relational database:  

 Relation structure represents data base made up of a set or related table.  

 The common field or fields are called the key.  

 Primary key:  

    Primary key means primary key that uniquely indentifies a record in a database.  

Hierarchical database:  

 Hierarchical data base structure were primarily used on mainframe computer.  

 Hierarchical record are organized in a tree like structure by typed  

 (Ex: parent – child )  

Network database:  

 Network database structure of the hierarchical structure of one record type can be 

selected another number of record.  

Object oriented database:  

 Object oriented database is never structure.  

 Object oriented structure group data and the ( characteristics, attributes, 

procedures )  

 

27. Explain 1) MPEG     2) AVI 

MPEG : 

 The MPEG format was developed by the Moving Pictures Experts Group.  

 This MPEG format developed for video files while the MP3 format is used to 

store sounds (music).  

 Sound files stored in the MP3 format have the extension .mp3 or .mpga (for 

MPG Audio).  

 Video files stored in the MPEG format have the extension .mpg or .mpeg  
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AVI : 

 AVI means Audio Video Interleave.  

 It was developed by Microsoft in 1992.  

 It is a very common format on the internet.  

 The AVI format have the extension .avi  

What are the types of views in presentation and explain ? 

Normal View, Outline View, Notes View, Handouts View, Slide Sorter View 

 Normal view: Allows you to create and edit slides 

 Outline view: Allows you to reorder slides, edit slide titles and heading. 

 Notes view: Allows you to add notes to the slides or view any existing notes for 

the slide. Notes are typically used by a presenter to add additional information to 

a slide. 

 Handouts view: Allows you to scale the slides so that several slides can fit into a 

page. This view is typically used when the presentation is to be printed and 

distributed as a handout.  

 Slide Sorter view: Allows you to view miniature images of all the slides in the 

presentation. This view is also used to rearrange slides. 
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